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Abstract— In the recent years, there are lots of systems are 
introduce. The peoples invented a large thing to protect the 
data and there are lots of hiding techniques are to be invented 
for security purpose. But that techniques can be hack by 
unauthorized users is drawback in existing systems so that 
propose the new system i.e. Data hiding behind the video 
using forbidden zone and selective embedding. This system 
makes use of correction ability of duplication store codes and 
advantage of forbidden zone data hiding is used. This system 
is tested by all types of videos that type of video which help to 
data hiding likewise avi  , 3gp , mp4 etc.  
In this research the encryption and decryption technique is 
used to provide the security key. Without that key no one can 
see the original data. This technique is used to protect the 
database from unauthorized and the destructive forces .It has 
large erasure capability of data hiding. 

 
Index Terms— Data Hiding, Forbidden Zone, Quantization 
Index Modulation [QIM], Repeat Accumulate Codes [RA], 
Selective embedding 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In today’s world the security of superficial data is one of 

the most serious concerns for groups and their clients. This, 
joint with developing monitoring compressions, is making 
companies to care for the integrity, confidentiality and 
safety of critical information. As a result Digital 
Watermarking is evolving as the foundation for 
innovativeness data security and compliance, and quickly 
suitable the foundation of security best practice. Digital 
Watermarking, once seen as a focused, obscure correction 
of data security, is lastly coming of age .No one would 
dispute that Digital.  
Watermarking and encryption are new expertise. It was 
correct times ago and it is quiet true today encryption is the 
most consistent way to protected data. National security 
agencies and major economic foundations have long secure 
their sensitive data using Digital Watermarking & 
encryption. 
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Nowadays the use of encryption is developing quickly, 
being arranged in a much broader set of industry zones and 
across an increasing range of applications and platforms. 
Set purely, Digital Watermarking and encryption have 
become one of the newest tools in the IT safety industry the 
contest now is to guarantee that IT groups are prepared to 
handle this modification and are laying the preliminaries 
today to fulfill their future need. So that the new technology 
are used to protect the data i.e. watermarking & encryption, 
decryption. The Forbidden Zone and the Embedding .The 
Forbidden Zone is used to Alteration is allow while data 
hiding. Selective Surrounding is utilized in the planned 
method to define host signal samples suitable for data 
hiding. It also used for temporal Synchronization for frame 
drop and insert attack. The compression, H.264, frame rate 
conversions and other hiding methods used. 

 
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

To hide the data using Forbidden Zone Data Hiding and 
Careful Surrounding by Using Encoding and Decoding by 
Digital Watermarking. 

 ENCODDING: It provide encryption key, 
 DECODDING: It provides decryption key, 
 DIGITAL WATERMARKING: Hide the data making 

copyright of original data 
 
A. EXISTING SYSTEM: 
 we have to studied that the In superior field, the hiding 

development such as minimum significant  bit(LSB) 
additional, is done in superior field, while transform 
domain methods; hide data in a new domain such as 
wavelet domain. Minimum significant bit (LSB) is the 
modest form of Steganography. LSB is based on injecting 
data in the smallest significant bit of pixels, which 
information to a minor change on the cover image that is 
not visible to human eye. Since this method can be easily 
split, it is weaker to attacks. LSB system has intense affects 
on the arithmetical information of image like histogram. 
Defenders could be alert of a hidden communication by just 
testing the Histogram of an image. A good solution to reject 
this defect was LSB identical. 
LSB Identical was a great step onward in Steganography 
methods and many others get designs from it. 

Drawbacks Of Existing System 
The method given in Existing system is easily cracked. The 
size of stored data is small. 
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B. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

In above existing system the steganography data 
hiding technique used but in this technique the no 
guaranteed that the data will not cracked is that the 
proposed system used. We put forward a block based 
adaptive video data hiding method that combines FZDH, 
which is shown to be superior to QIM & competitive with 
DC-QIM , and erasure handling through RA Codes. We 
utilize selective embedding to determine which host signal 
coefficient will be used in data hiding. We employ    block 
selection (entropy choice structure) and constant choice 
(selectively surrounding in coefficient structure together. 
The de synchronization due to block selection is controlled 
via RA Codes. The de-synchronization due to coefficient 
selection is handled by using multidimensional form of 
Forbi.Zone Data Hiding in varying measurements. In the 
frames are processed independently. It is observed that intra 
and inter frames do not yield significant differences. Thus, in 
order to overcome local rushes of mistake, we apply 3-D 
inter leaving which does not utilize selective embedding, but 
uses the whole LL sub band of separate wavelet transform. 
Furthermore we equip the method with frame 
synchronization symbols in order to handle frame drop, 
insert, or repeat attacks. Hence, it can be stated the original 
contribution of this paper is to devise a complete video data 
hiding method that is resistant to de-synchronization due to 
selective embedding and strong to sequential attacks, while 
making use of the authority of FZDH. 

 
C. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: 

A system design or systems planning is the abstract model 
that defines The structure, activities, and more visions of a 
system. An architecture explanation is a formal explanation 
and representation of a system, organized in a way that 
supports reasoning about the structures of the system. A 
system architecture of "Hiding Text in video using FZDH 
and selective Embedding Process i.e. encode and 
Extracting Process i.e. Decode can comprise system 
components, the externally observable properties of those 
modules, the relationships between them. The main focus 
of the proposed system architecture is to achieve provide 
better security for the sharing of data. The proposed system 
architecture is shown in below figure. 

 

 
Figure 1.3: System Architecture Block Diagram 

      Architeure of system consist with following contains: 
 

III. FRAMEWORK 
In the first step, frame selection is completed and the a 
selection of frames are managed block-wise. For each 
block, only a first bit is hidden. After obtaining 88 DCT of 
the block, energy check is performed on the coefficients that 
are predefined in a mask. Selected proficient of variable 
length are used to hide data bit m. m is a supporter of 
message bits or frame synchronization markers. Message 
sequence of each group is obtained by using RA encryptions 
for T consecutive frames. Each block is assigned to one of 
these groups at the start. After the inverse convert host 
frame is obtained. Decoder is the dual of the embedded, 
with the exception that frame selection is not performed. 
Marked frames are detected by using frame synchronization 
markers. Decoder employs the same system parameters and 
concludes the marked signal values that will be fed to data 
insertion step. Not-selected blocks are handled as erasures. 
Erasures and decoded message data possibilities (om) are 
passed to RA decoder for sequential frames as a entire and 
then the secret data is decrypted.  
 

A. SELECTIVE EMBEDDING: 

Host signal models, which will be used in data hiding, are 
single-minded adaptively. The selection is performed at 
four stages: border variation, frequency band willpower, 
block selection, and coefficient selection. Of data. The 
proposed system architecture is shown in below figure 
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B. FRAME SELECTION: 

A number of numbers of blocks in the whole frame is 
calculated. If the percentage of selected blocks to all blocks 
is above a certain value (T0) the frame is handled. 
Otherwise, this frame is avoided. 
 

C. FREQUENCY BAND: 

Only certain DCT constants are operated. Middle frequency 
band of DCT constants. 
 
D. BLOCK SELECTION: 

Energy of the constants in the mask is added. If the vitality 
of the block is overhead a assured value (T1) then the block 
is managed. Otherwise, it is avoided. 
 
E. COEFFICIENTS SELECTION: 
Energy of each constant is compared to another beginning 
T2. If the energy is above T2, then it is used during data 
inserting together with other selected constants the same 
block. 
 

F. BLOCK PARTITIONING: 

Two split data sets are inserted; message bits (m1) and 
frame synchronization markers (m2). The block locations 
of m2 are resolute randomly depending on a random key. 
The rest of the blocks are kept for m1. The same splitting is 
used for all frames. m2 is inserted frame by frame. 
Continuously the other hand, m1 is single to T sequential 
frames. Both of them are found as the outcomes of the RA 
encoder. 
 

G. ERASURE HANDLING: 

Due to adaptive block collection, de-synchronization occurs 
between embedded and translator. As a result of attacks or 
even embedding operation decoder may not perfectly 
determine the selected blocks at the embedded. In order to 
overcome this problem, mistake modification codes strong 
to erasures, such as RA codes are used in video data hiding 
in previous hard work. RA code is a low complication 
turbo-like code. It is collected of repetition code, interleave, 
and a convolutional encoder. The source bits (u) are 
repetitive R times and accidentally permuted dependent on 
a key. The interleaved sequence is passed through a 
convolutional encoder with a transfer function 1/(1 + D), 
where D represents a _rst-order stay. In efficient RA code, 

input is 16 placed at the start of the output as shown in Fig. 
6. In this paper, we apply logical RA codes to find m1 as 
u1+v1 and m2 as u2+v2. Here, u1 denotes the encrypted 
message bits and u2 is the encrypted frame management 
marker bits. RA code is decrypted using sum-invention 
algorithm. We apply the message passing algorithm given 
in. 
 

IV. FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION MARKERS 
Each frame within a group of T sequential frames is 
allocated a native frame index starting from 0 to T 1. These 
markers are used to determine the frame drops, inserts and 
duplications, as well as the termination of the assembly of 
frames at which point all essential message bits are 
available for RA translator. Frame indices are represented 
by K2 bits. After RA encoder RK2 bits are obtained. 
Therefore, we can detect the valid frames with higher 
probability. Using the sequential frame index information, 
the 
Robustness increases. Furthermore, RA code spreads the 
output code words of the nearby frame directories; hence, 
errors are less likely to ensue when decoding adjacent frame 
indices. Once one reserves RK2 blocks for frame markers, 
T (N RK2) blocks remain for message bits. Then, the actual 
number of message bits (K1) becomes equal to [T (N 
RK2)/R], where [.] denotes floor operation. The remaining 
blocks at the end of last frame are left untouched.  
 

A. SOFT DECODING: 

At the translator, a data arrangement of length RK1 is 
saved for channel observation probability values, om. The 
structure is initialized with erasures (om = 0.5  = 0 and m = 
1). At respectively frame, frame synchronization codes are 
decrypted first. Message decrypting is performed once the 
end of the group of frames is noticed.  
 

B. SYSTEM WORKING: 

There are two Modules are used in this project: 
 Encryption Module 
 Decryption Module 
 

C. ENCRYPTION MODULE 

In Encryption segment, it contains of Key file part and 
video and data or data file, the video can be browse using 
browse control, Before the user can style the data or else can 
upload the data also though the look control, when it is 
clicked the open file dialog box is opened and where the 
user can select the secret note. The frames are selected for 
given message or file, where key file can be specified with 
the password as a different security in it. Then the user can 
clicked on Encrypt video button. Then the data file or 
message is hidden in video using Forbidden Zone Data 
Hiding Technique. 
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                             Figure 4.3: Encryption Module 

 

V. DECRYPTION MODULE 

This module is the reverse as such as Encryption segment 
.The video used in Encryption can be browse using browse 
control, where the Key file should be also Definite similar 
as that of encryption portion. Then the user can clicked on 
decryption control, then the secreted message is presented 
in the text zone definite in the application or else it is take 
out to the place where the user specified it 
 

 
 
                          figure4: Decryption Module 

 
VI. CONCLUSION  

 Many Software industries invent Large hiding techniques 
they examine that not author techniques give the 100% 
security result so that in above system we conclude that to 
generalize the process with video information hiding 
structure that makes use of erasure modification ability of 
RA codes and superiority of Forbi.Zone Data Hiding. The 
method is also robust to frame manipulation attacks via 
frame synchronization markers. The System can be used to 
the outcomes specify that the framework can be utilized in 
video data hiding applications. 
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